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Abstract

Productivity and creativity are integral to ensuring that an architectural firm

remains competitive in the design market. In this practicum, I explore an application of

interior design strategies derived from the theory of Chinese garden design to take

advantage of the positive impact of nature on people and to benefit designers' creativity

and performance. The philosophy behind Chinese garden design is a harmonization of

humans and nature. Design strategies such as changing víews, small evoking large, and

integration of natural elements are developed from Chinese garden design theory to

connect designers with nature from interior spaces. I use the design of a workplace for an

architectural design firm in Winnipeg as an example applying this theory

My study shows that there are presently no examples describing the application

of Chinese garden design theory to offices. This practicum represents an initial work

toward this challenge.
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Chapter I

Introduction

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the United States (2005), architects

and designers develop the overall aesthetic of buildings. The design of a building,

however, involves far more than physical appearance. The work of architectural offices is

described by Akropolisl as follows:

Architects provide the professional services - ideas and insights, design and

technical lcnowledge, drawings and specifications, administration, coordination,

and inþrmed decision-møking - that balance an extraordinary range of

functional, aesthetic, technologicol, economic, human, environmental, and safety

factors, into a coherent and appropríate solution for the needs at hand.

(Architecture Careers, para.4)

Productivity and creativity arc the keys to success for architectural offices in a

highly competitive market. A well-designed architectural office will complement the

requirements of the office and those of the people performing these activities. Studies of

cognitive neuroscience, health psychology, and organizational behavior suggest that the

human brain and behavior are closely linked to the natural world (Heerwagen, 2003).

Perception of the natural environment as beautiful plays a key role in cultivating high

I Akropolis: an internet community for architecture, design and construction, for detailed information, see
http ://www. akropo lis.net/



states of well-being and performance (Berlyne, 1960; Heerwagen , l99B; S. Kaplan & R.

Kaplan, 1974).

In this practicum, I explore the theory of Chinese garden design as a means to

harmonize human activity and the natural environment in the office interior. In using the

physiological and psychological advantages of nature, I expect that, not only will

activities within the office be harmonized with nature, but also humans will reap the

rewards of comfort and professional effectiveness. I selected this design application on

the basis of meetings with the proposed client, from the influence of my cultural origin,

and as a result of personal curiosity about the impact of nature on human beings,

particularly humans in the work environment. My reason for applying the Chinese garden

design to an architectural office is outlined in three Chinese garden design strategies, as

described by Engel (1986), Johnsron (1991), Keswick (2003), and Wang (lgg3,l99g).

The strategy of "changing views" encourages connection and fosters a sharing of ideas

and information. The strategy of "small evoking large" creates a friendly and leisurely

atmosphere by introducing an open office plan with an organic layout. The strategy of

"integrating natural elements" allocates natural features within the office interior in a

harmonious way and improves the natural look of office spaces. To demonstrate, I

applied this theory to the design of a workplace for an architectural design firm in

Winnipeg, Manitoba.



1.1 Project Objective

This practicum investigates the potential of Chinese garden design theory to be

applied to an office design. The exploration will define office activities and human needs,

the significant relation between humanity and nature, human perception of the natural

environment as beautiful, and the key principles in designing Chinese gardens. I use two

design case studies to support the investigation - the Garden of the Master of the Net,

and the Fragrant Hill Hotel. My design strategies, as applied to an architectural design

firm, are developed on the basis of these studies. The main contribution of this project is

to develop the traditional Chinese garden design theory for off,rce spaces and to stress the

importance of natural elements in interior design.

I.2 ProjectDescription

I intend to show that my proposed "natural" office interior will enhance the

creativity and productivity of the designers, by taking the positive effect of nature into the

work space. I have named the firm "Architects and Engineers Incorporated" for reasons

of conf,rdentialify. According to a principal of Architects and Engineers Incorporated,

fifty percent of the projects the firm has completed are national and international projects.

While expanding the global business in China, the frrm has developed knowledge of

Chinese culture and has a positive attitude toward adopting Chinese culture in North

America. On the basis of my observations and meetings with the firm designers,



Architects and Engineers Incorporated is fully integrated with multiple disciplines,

whereby architects, interior designers, and engineers work together to solve problems

incorporating the best solutions. Their work involves a great deal of research,

communication, design, management, and long hours of drafting and writing. The current

facility requires significant alternation to accommodate the 1O0-person office. The head

of the firm's interior design department suggested that the new office should include

breakout spaces for reflection; for pin-up, gathering, and project meetings; connection

between clients and colleagues; sharing of ideas; and supportive work space that is

integrated with plants, water features, and natural light.

The new office environment will be located within the urban landscape of

Winnipeg, Manitoba. Winnipeg's Exchange District, where many cultures coexist, is

located immediately at the site. In response to the client's needs, the design of the new

office includes a central garden court for general reception, project display, and

information exchange; various studio spaces for project teams; and other small interior

gardens for leisure, project pin-up, and informal gatherings. The new office will have

natural light, landscape views, interesting wall openings, a water wall, and many types of

indoor vegetation (see Appendix B). I expect that, not only will office activities and

nature be harmonized,but also human comfort and professional effectiveness.



Chapter 2

Inquiry Process

Throughout the inquiry process, concepts emerge that are essential to an

application of Chinese garden design theory to an office design. First, the characteristics

of office activities and human needs are explored to define the general programming

considerations. Second, I discuss the relation of nature and workplace performance. The

discussion deals primarily with the positive impact of nature on human beings. Third, the

criteria by which people perceive and evaluate their environments as beautiful are

investigated. Finally, I present a case study, the Miller SQA Building, which incorporates

natural elements to enhance productivity and creativity. Studies of Chinese garden design

theory (see Chapter 3) are also important for drawing theoretical propositions for

harmonious integration of nature into offices.

2.1 OffTce Activities and Human Needs

A well-designed workplace allows individuals to accomplish tasks in a variety of

ways and supports single group or diverse group activities for different types of tasks. To

design an efficient workplace requires a broad understanding of office activities and the

environment supporting these activities.

According to Raymond and Cunliffe (1997), offìce activities can be creative,



persuasive, absorbing, reflective, humdrum, refreshing, informative, and compassionate,

depending on their characteristics. Symes, EIey, and Seidel (1995) suggested many types

of interaction that occurred in architectural offices, including communication,

administration, programming, management, and knowledge development. For example,

architects and designers absorb knowledge, exchange information, provide creative

programming solutions, and persuasively communicate their vision to clients.

In environmental psychology, Lewin (1951) distinguished two different levels of

environmental support of office activities. First, environment is defined objectively in its

material and geometric form (Lewin, 1951). In an architectural office, key needs might

include space, light and view, air and temperature, sound, furniture and equipment, and

ergonomics (Raymond and Cunliffe, 1997). Second, environment assumes a

psychological form and is not only defined by its objective characteristics, but also by

qualitative properties linked to an individual's behavior in space (Lewin, 1951). Several

studies (Altman, 1975; Becker, 1982; Raymond and cunliffe, 1997; Sommer, 1969)

suggested the psychological needs as the following:

(1) Interaction occurs between individuals and groups. Interaction breeds

innovation (Raymond and Cunliffe, 1997). Architectural offices need space

that supports the free flow of communication.Ineffective interaction, however,

can be expensive and time-consuming.

(2) Proximif., involves geographic distribution of the organization's operations

(Raymond and Cunliffe , 1997).In architectural offices, proximity is facilitated

not only by information technology, such as emails or video conferences, as

well as through face-to-face contact and teamwork for effective performance.



(3) Stimulation, Distraction, and Peace. People react to their physical

environment differently on different days and in different circumstances

(Raymond and Cunliffe, 1997).In architectural offices, some activities, such

as persuasive and informative activities, require constant interaction for

stimulation. Interaction can also be distractive, and creative or reflective

activities require "true peace" without disturbance.

(4) Privacy is essentially a process of setting up boundaries (Altman, 1975). With

too much privacy, we experience isolation; with too little, we experience

crowding and stress (Becker, 1982). Confidentiality is related to information

exchange (Raymond and Cunliffe, 1997). There is a need to prevent

conversations being overheard and documents being seen.

(5) Security has many aspects, such as security for computer systems, security

against intruders, and security against hazards (Raymond and Cunliffe, 1997).

Research might be one activity that is security focused in architectural offices.

In order to be effective and concentration-oriented, individuals need to feel

that they can do their work without any threat to their social or functional

security.

(6) Territory can be defined on different levels: the individual level, the group

level, or the public level (Raymond and Cunliffe, 1997). According to

Sommer (1969) people who occupy and control a space have a tendency to

adopt a behavior showing territorial dominance. Sommer (1996) suggests that

another use of territories is to demarcate a space with territorial markers.

These markers announce a presence. They are also symbols of social



interaction and set up separations between the owner and others. Tenitory also

refers to interpersonal distance and length of occupancy (Sommer, 1969).

People are generally more sensitive to space in front of them than they are to

the space behind or beside them (see Figure 1). People who pass through or

visit a space for a few seconds excuse themselves and leave the space as

requested by people who have occupied that space for a longer period.

(7) Status and image: status symbols can demonstrate how valuable an activity is

to the team, the organization, or to customers (Raymond and Cunliffe, 1997).

In architectural offices, enclosed offices, such as the principal's office,

represent higher job levels.

.-',ï=.
+l-
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Figure l. Personal-space bubble (Sommer 1996)



2.2 Performance and the Natural Environment

A study conducted by Danko (2000) shows that working environment plays a key

role for corporations in recruiting, retaining, and motivating talented employees.

Research also suggests that a well-designed workplace can increase employee

performance by as much as 20% (ASID,2003). This section focuses on the important

relationship between nature and employee performance. Heerwagen (1998) def,rnes

performance as a function of three factors that act together:

Perþrmance : Ability x Motivation x Opportunity

. Ability: whether a person can do a task

Motivation: whether a person wonts to do a task

Opportunity: whether a person is províded an opportunity and support to do a

task

Environments can affect people's ability, motivation, and opportunity to do their

work (Heerwagen, 1998). Studies of human performance and natural environment show

that nature, whether from daylight, fresh air, indoor plants, or landscape view, has a

positive impact on building occupants. Ulrich (1993) and Kaplan (1992) found that most

people preferred built environments with trees, vegetation, and water than those lacking

natural elements. Human evolutionary history in natural environments appears to have

made people especially attentive to the patterned complexity of natural forms (Humphrey,

1980). Lohr, Pearson-Mims, and Goodwin (1996) found that subjects worked more

efficiently, had lower blood pressure readings, and felt more attentive in a room with



plants. Kaplan (1992) found those workers who had window views of nature felt less

frustrated and more patient and reported more overall life satisfaction and better health.

Kwan (as cited in Heerwagen and Hase, 2003) found that outdoor spaces with large trees

and benches invited people to spend more time outdoors, talking to one another, for

example, and assisted in the development of stronger social ties with their neighbors and

a stronger sense of community. Research at NASA suggested distant views and viewing

corridors with interesting focal points were especially powerful in promoting cognitive

rest (Coss, Clearwater, Barbour, and Towers, 1989).

Ulrich (1993) and Heerwagen (1998), suggested a critical relation between nature

and positively toned mood and the overall feeling projected by a space clearly influences

how people felt about work in general and how they felt about their overall work

environment. Isen (1990) found that positive moods were associated with (a) enhanced

discriminative learning and more eff,rcient decisional processes on complex tasks; (b)

greater use of inductive rather than analytic heuristics in problem solving; and (c) higher

joint benefits in negotiations and more innovative approaches. LeDoux (1996) found that

positive feelings led to heightened activity of the right parietal brain region - the section

of the brain that was associated with a more global, expansive cognitive style. Thus

positive feelings directly affected brain processes related to performance on tasks

requiring creativity and novel problem solving. Mitchell (as cited in Heerwagen, 1998)

also suggested that positive moods were critical for a wide range of benefits, including

job satisfaction, work involvement, motivation, organizational attachment, and lowered

absenteeism.

10



2.3 Perceiving and Evaluating the Environment

The psychological and physiological mechanisms that lead to the positive effects

of nature rely on howthe external environment is perceived as beautiful (Berlyne, 1960;

S. Kaplan and R. Kaplan, 1974).

Berlyne (1960) defined two concepts that were central to how people judged

beauty: collative stimulus properties and specific versus diversive exploration. Collative

stimulus properties consist of: complexity, novelty, incongruity, and surprise (Berlyne,

1960). Complexity relates to the extent to which various components make up an

environment; novelty is the extent to which an environment contains new or previously

unnoticed characteristics; incongruity concerns the extent to which there is a mismatch

between an environmental factor and its context; surprise connects with the extent to

which human expectations about an environment are challenged in a refreshing way.

Berlyne (1960) distinguished two types of exploration of collative stimulus. Diversive

exploration occurs when one is under-stimulated and seeks arousing stimuli in the

environment. Specific exploration occurs when one is aroused by a particular stimulus

and investigates it to reduce the uncertainty or satis$ the curiosity associated with the

arousal. Studies of Wohlwill (1976) suggested that environments with less incongruity

but greater novelty and surprise were preferred by most individuals.

S. Kaplan and R. Kaplan (1974) constructed a model of environmental

preferences. They suggested six factors leading to increased preference:

l1



(1) Cohercnce, (the degree to which a scene organizes together) - the more

coherence, the greater the preference.

(2) Texture, (the degree to which the contents of a scene appear smooth or rough)

- the smoother the texture, the greater the preference.

(3) Idenfifrablity, (the degree of familiarity that enables the viewer to categorize

the contents of a scene) - the greater the identifiablity, the greater the

preference.

(4) Spaciousness, (the amount of space visible in a scene) - the more spacious,

the greater the preference.

(5) Complexity, (the number and variety of elements in a scene) - the greater the

complexity, the greater the preference.

(6) Mystery, (the degree to which a scene contains hidden information so that one

is drawn into the scene to try to find this information) - the more mystery,

the greater the preference.

Berlyne's perspective and Kaplan's model on general aesthetics imply the

environmental and psychological mechanisms that nature leads to positive effects. Their

studies uncovered the certain features of natural environment that were preferred by most

people. To design the architectural office that looks beautiful following these ideas is

intended to take the positive impact of natural aesthetics on the designers' creativity and

productivity.

12









Chapter 3

Theory of Chinese Garden Design

Natural environment perceived as beautiful is beneficial in cultivating high states

of well-being and perforrnance (see Chapter 2 and Chapter 3). To take the positive effect

of nature, the Chinese garden design theory is proposed to connect designers and nature

within offrce interiors. This chapter explains the Chinese garden design theory and the

benefit of Chinese garden to the occupants. Topics discussed will include the purpose,

function and design strategies of the Chinese garden. In the process of gathering literature,

I found no examples showing the application of Chinese garden design to an office

setting except a hotel designed by I. M. Pei. Thus in my case studies, it is necessary to

explore a traditional Chinese garden in order to uncover the original functionalities, the

space allocation, and the design strategies. I.M.Pei's hotel design is also investigated to

explain the integration of the Chinese garden meeting the needs of a modern hotel.

3.1 Purpose and Function of the Chinese Garden

Yuan Yeh (Garden Smith) (as cited in Thacker, 1985) suggested the following as

the function of the Chinese garden:

I6



Garden must nourish the heart, spur the poetic reverie by creating an atmosphere

of deep feelings, and provide a place of retreat wherein one can live as a hermit

in the midst of the town (as cited in Thacker, 1985)

Cao Xueqin's Dream of the Red Chamber (n.d.) described many roles that the

Prospect Garden played in Jia's family. The Prospect Garden was built in anticipation of

the visit of Jia's daughter, who married the emperor. After the visit, she ordered the

garden to be kept open for her brothers and sisters so they could draw inspiration to stir

their poetic imaginations and creativities with beautiful sceneries. Each of them was

assigned a "home" to lead an idyllic existence free of social chaos. Studies (Keswick,

2003; Wang, 1998) found that the pu{pose of Chinese gardens was to offer an ideal

environment for (1) socialization, (2) relaxation, and (3) inspiration.

(l) Socialization: Gardens were favorite locations for social gatherings of many

kinds. One could entertain distinguished guests, throw elaborate or intimate

parties, or relax in private with family members. Gardens were often

constructed by members of the scholarly class with the intention that they

would provide a hospitable location for gatherings devoted to cultivated

pursuits like painting, calligraphy, and playing the zither, as well as for

discussing important topics of the day.

(2) Relaxation: Because the gardens remained within the walls of the family

estate and attached to family residency area, they were also considered an

acceptable place for the women of the household to relax, enjoy a pleasant and

safe natural setting, and socialize among themselves and with visitors in city

areas.

17



(3) Inspiration: Chinese gardens draw inspiration from poems, music, paintings,

calligraphy, and many other art forms. Chinese scholars also characferized art

and scholastic activities in the garden as a means to purifu their thoughts and

quiet their emotions. These pursuits were considered essential for

counterbalancing the chaotic realms of social responsibility and political

career.

3.2 Chinese Garden Design

The philosophical system that has guided Chinese garden design is Daoism

(Keswick, 2003), which emphasizes that humanity and nature must harmonize.

According to Daoism, letting all things develop naturally should produce satisfactory

results with minimal action (Lao Tzu, n.d.). Engel (1986), Johnston (1991), Wang (1998),

and Keswick (2003) described three design strategies, developed to portray a natural look

of Chinese gardens for Chinese scholars that would promote socialization with their

friends, relaxation in nature, and indulgence in scholastic activities.

3.2.1 Changing Views

Daoism says that everything in the universe is mutually linked together and

constantly adjusts itself with changing circumstances (Lao Tzu, n.d.). Elements in the

18





3.2.2 Small Evoking Large

Daoism teaches that there are always two sides in nature. Mutual opposites cannot

be separated from each other. They represent the inner workings of everything in the

universe and they form a duality (Lao Tzu, n.d.).

Following the principle of Daoism, a Chinese garden is usually formed with a big

garden, several small gardens inside the big garden, and several garden villas inside each

small garden. Every garden is part of another;they are interdependently connected (Engel,

1986). In Figure 6, a small garden is hidden behind the bridge. Because they share the

same pond, the small garden and the big garden in front are connected. Subdividing the

garden into more or less defined sections provides a great liberty in arranging scenic

views that are surprisingly different and have varied atmospheric expression. Each garden

space is designed uniquely to look like a landscape poem with particular landscape

pictures (Engel, 1986). The garden thus acts as the terrain for one's imagination.

20





3.2.3 The Integration of Garden Elements

Daoism suggests that harmony is the key relationships between the opposite sides

of everything. The harmony is achieved when mutual opposites are in balance (Lao Tzu,

n.d.).

The major garden elements are (l) rocks, (2) water, (3) plants, and (4) garden

buildings (Keswick, 2003). A harmonious combination of these elements makes the

artificial Chinese garden look authentic. Extensive texts regarding the function and

integration of Chinese garden elements are throughout Keswick's book. I summarized her

findings as the following:

(l) Rocks have played a signif,rcant part in Chinese poetry and landscape painting.

Rocks were introduced into the garden as individual specimens and as group

components. When displayed individually, rocks stand as focal points of a

larger view or as ideal vantage points themselves. When arranged in groups,

rocks form the edges of man-made streams and ponds and are components of

complex rockeries. In addition to adding contrasting texture, rocks also offer

height and depth and can serve as a mask to some other elements of the

garden that are only revealed once the rocks are passed.

(2) Water is necessary for plant and animal life. While the visitors experience sky

and cloud, moon and stars, light and shadows, they also enjoy the natural

scenery borrowed and brought into the garden by water reflection in a pond

(Figure 7).
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3.3.1 The Garden of the Master of the Nets

According to Johnston (1991) and Yu (2003), the Garden of the Master of the

Nets, with a total area of one-half hectare, is the smallest and the most impressive garden

in Suzhou. The garden was designed during the l2th century and was restored in the l Sth

century as part of the residence of a retired official. The walls around the garden tum the

inside back to nature to provide a refuge where scholars and officials can seek peace,

inner balance, and renewal of spirit. In addition to the residential spaces, libraries and

study rooms are also an internal part of the Chinese garden. The owner, family members,

and their friends often gathered together to play music, write poems, play chess, practice

the calligraphic arts, and paint.

Yu (2003) makes note of the fact that the garden is divided into three sections.

The southeast side is the residential area with a set of courtyards. The central part consists

of a pool, flowers and trees, hills, and rocks. This is the major scenic area for carrying out

leisure activities, or holding banquets and large social gatherings. The north side is a

work and study area with another set of courtyards.
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different heights. These garden elements are carefully organized in relation to each other.

For example, the highest point, Pavilion Where the Moon Meets the Wind, is only 1.5

meters above water level (Wang, 1993). However, it seems higher because of the

reduction in the scale of the rockery on which it sits (see Figure l3). Walking through the

garden site, visitors experience sequences of changes in the landscape because of the

changes in the dominance of natural elements. They might enter a hillwhere rocks are the

major landscape component or plants are close at hand. Sometimes they are inside garden

buildings with interesting landscape views to the exterior.

Figure 13. Pavilion Where the Moon Meets the Wind (Keswick, 2003)

Johnson (1991), Wang (1993), and Yu (2003) have observed that there are often

views of beautiful flowers or plants that draw visitors to a moment of natural beauty.

Windows, doors, and wall openings of different shapes frame the exterior, allowing an

aesthetic advantage from both within and outside of the building. For example, in Figure

13, the Pavilion Where the Moon Meets the Winds is hidden behind the east wall of the

coufyard of the Gallery of Late Spring, where one cannot tell the size of the pavilion and

its actual distance from the wall. Much delight also comes from rising from one elevation

to another (Johnson, 1991; Yu, 2003). Zigzag walkways and varying floor heights

30



throughout the garden site accentuate the changing perspective. For example, a bridge

that arches like a half-moon creates an experience from one elevation, to another higher

elevation, and then descends into a horizontal water surface (see Figure 14).

Figure 14. An arch bridge across the southem side branch of the pond (Keswick, 2003)

3.3.2 Fragrant Hill Hotel

According to Wiseman (2001), the Fragrant Hill Hotel was designed by I.M.Pei in

1979 and opened in 1982. It was built in a public park within the former Imperial

Hunting Grounds outside Beijing, not far from the Summer Palace and other key historic

sites.

During the design of the hotel, Pei made extensive trips throughout China,

concentrating on the cities of Suzhou, Yangzhou, and Wuxi, where there were still large

amounts of traditional residential architecture (Wiseman, 2001). The design he created
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for the Fragrant Hill Hotel was a zigzagging composition

interior courfyards (Wiseman, 2001) (see Figure 15).

that wrapped around several

Figure 15: Floor Plan of Fragrant Hill Hotel (Wiseman, 2001)

Pei paid significant attention to the main entrance and the windows, manipulating

them so that what one saw through the windows was very similar to the designers of the

Suzhou villas (Wiseman, 2001). Pei borrowed views by making picture frames of the

wall openings (see Figures 16) (Wiseman, 2001). Ornamental window frames and wall

details create a deliberate visual uncertainty about which surfaces are flat and which are

three-dimensional forms (see Figure l7) (Wiseman,2001). Atthe entrance, Pei erected a

variation of a traditional ornamental screen, piercing it with a round opening that

provided a glimpse all the way through the room and to the back entrance and the garden

beyond (see Figure l8). Normally, such a screen would have been solid; by penetrating it,

Pei offered a subtle alteration of traditional forms, something he did throughout the

building to varying degrees (Wiseman, 2001). Visitors in the Fragrant Hill Hotel
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Figure 20. Trees against the stark walls (Wiseman, 2001)

The Suzhou gardens were intended for group and individuals' private use. The

designs were accordingly compact. Fragrant Hill Hotel is built to accommodate such

hospitalities as businesses, shopping, and recreation, for a large number of visitors and

guests. The lay out is far more generous. Despite this dissimilarity, these two projects are

very alike for their relation with nature.
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3.4 Why a Chinese Garden?

In architectural offices, architects design the overall aesthetic of buildings.

However, the design of a building is far more complicated than physical appearance.

Architects must also consider functionality, safety, economy, and the needs of the

occupants. The activities of architectural offices, according to Symes, Eley, and Seidel

(1995) include communication with clients, colleagues, and contractors, developing plans,

preparing drawings, supervising construction, and managing fìnancial resources. To

ensure that the building is functioning properly, the architects work with other

professionals in designing the structure, HVAC, plumbing, electrical, communication,

and building envelop systems. They cooperate to share knowledge and ideas. Architects

might work in the night and during the weekend to meet deadlines. Thus being

productive and creative is the key for the success of architectural offices. Architectural

offices need to be supportive in meeting the needs of their employees. Studies show, as

discussed in Chapter 2.2 and 2.3, that the perception of nature as beautiful plays a

significant role in generating positive mood, which can improve creativity and

productivity. To take the positive effect of nature, I propose the Chinese garden design

theory to connect the architects and nature within the office interiors.

One thing worth developing from the Chinese garden design theory is the use of

openings (see Chapter 3.3.1 and 3.3.2) to create changing views. By offering different

areas of the architectural office the visual contact to each other, changing views fosters

the free-flow of communication and sharing of ideas. While framing nature scenes in
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various perspectives, changing views brings much pleasure and inspiration to the

architects and designers.

Using garden courts to harmonize garden buildings with nature is also worth

transferring to the architectural offices. The garden courts separate the garden spaces into

sections in an organic way. In doing so, both individual privacy and access to public

natural areas are accomplished. In a study of interior environment conducted by Suzanne

Scott (1992), she found that people especially liked spaces with vertical and horizontal

expansiveness that were subdivided into smaller zones. She suggested that zoned spaces

provided users with the potential to survey the surroundings, but still enjoyed partial

concealment. Letting interior gardens divide the architectural workplaces into areas for

team work should create friendly and leisurely atmosphere, in which the architects and

designers can both work and enjoy nature. Architectural offices require high quality

lighting. As workplaces are divided into small cells, natural light will easily penetrate

through the skylights of the interior gardens. The use of computers and wireless network,

and the non-hierarchical structure of architectural offices add flexibility to fumiture

alrangement and office layout. A little inegularity introduced by Chinese garden would

improve office interiors with their monotonous rectangular linearity.

Rocks, water, plants, and garden buildings are the essential Chinese garden

components (Keswick,2003). A harmonious play of these elements creates the Chinese

garden to look natural. The rocks simulate mountains in the Chinese gardens. The rocks

can be brought into office interiors to compose a natural landscape. Water provides

aesthetic joy for the eye and ear. Inserting a shallow body of water provides extra
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contrasting texture and reflection for aesthetic pleasure. In Chinese gardens, covered

passages blur the distinction between inside rooms and outside nature. Incorporating the

covered passages in the office can turn the interior into the exterior or vice versa. A

pavilion comprises a view or offers a vantage point to enjoy a view. A pavilion can be

designed in the offices solely for quiet reading, writing, or socializing, allowing designers

to regain their power for better performance. The cold climate of Canada limits exterior

activities during the winter. Planting vegetation inside offices would help bring nature

close at hand. The function that plants cool the air in the summer and absorb the heat in

the winter can reduce energy consumption. By releasing oxygen, plants also make the

interior air healthier.

A summary of the potential benefits that the Chinese gardens can offer to

architectural offrce interiors is found in Table l.
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Design

Strategies

Features of Chinese

Garden

Application in Office

Design

Potential Impact in

Offïce

Changing Views Borrowing scenery, which

changes with viewer

movement

Dynamic use of openings,

and partitions of different

height

Encouraging interaction,

inspiring creativity

Space

Organization

Organic space layout

agrees with natural

formation of surroundings;

Unity of part and whole

Activity grouping, offi ce

spaces ofdifferent

purposes wrap around the

interior site which is filled

with garden courts for

separation

Harmonizing natural and

built environment

Small spaces look

spacious, big spaces are

limited to produce livable

human scale spaces

Integration of

Natural Elements

Placing natural elements in

a harmonious way

Natural light, avail ability

of vegetation, water falls,

finishes of natural textures

Built environment to

look like nature. The

perception ofnafure

beauty helps support

creative activities and

increase productivity.

Table 1. Chinese garden features and their potential application and impact in the office
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Chapter 4

Design Strategies

Three design strategies are proposed: The strategy of "changing views"

encourages connection and fosters sharing of ideas and information. The strategy of

"small evoking large" creates a friendly and leisurely atmosphere by introducing an open

office plan with an organic layout. The strategy of "integrating natural elements"

allocating nature features within the office interior in a harmonious way aims to project

an image of "naturalness" within office spaces.

4.1 Changing Views

My first strategy is to use openings to "change views". When walls are erected on

the floor, they can form boundaries and create enclosures for private territory between

spaces. Connections are preserved through openings such as doors and windows.

Changing views also provides a relief from concentration, a change of focus for the eyes,

and renewed contact with the natural extemal world.

Changing views is proposed in both horizontal and vertical direction for the

architectural office design. In the horizontal direction, changing views can be achieved

through openings such as doors and windows, through openings between interior
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architects with nature by offering visual contact to natural world. While providing views

to other working spaces of the office, this variety in observation can encourage

interaction between offrce workers, which fosters the sharing of information and ideas.

Figure 23. Changing views in the architectural offlrce

4.2 Small Evoking Large

Small evoking large is the strategy that introduces the concept of organic layouts

to open office planning. This is achieved through separating office interiors by interior

gardens. Modern information technologies and horizontal and team-based architectural

office structure provide the potential for this application.

In response to the characteristics of activities in architectural firms, the entire

architectural office is first separated into four areas: the client area, the administration

area, the studio area, and the staff area. Because the architectural offìce comprises other
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professionals, the studio area is further divided into different departments for architects,

interior designers, engineers, and other supporting staff. The administration area is also

divided for such office functions as accounting, marketing, information technology, and

other offrce management activities. While the entire offrce space is separated into small

zones, views of the entire office are limited. Because the views to other office spaces are

preserved through openings, views of individual units seem spacious.

The interior gardens situated between different office units provides boundaries

between different office activities and the opportunity for office workers to walk out from

their offices for leisure reading, brainstorming, informal gathering, or just relaxing and

recuperating. For example, some offices can be fully enclosed with a connection to the

exterior garden through windows and doors that offer complete privacy for the occupants

to perform creative works, such as research and design. Some offices can be semi-

enclosed with only a visual obstruction of beams or low fences to offer a sufficient view

of outdoor scenes, allowing informal meetings and social activities. Figure 24 illustrates

organic allocation of the interior gardens and how these gardens support architectural

office activities.
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4.3 Integration of Nature

The third strategy is to incorporate natural elements within office interiors.

Harmonious combination of these natural components will improve the natural look of

the architectural office. The natural elements that are integrated to the office include

natural light, water features, natural stones, and plants.

The natural night is brought to the architectural office through skylights. The

skylights similar to those in the Fragrant Hill Hotel provide natural light for the central

courtyard where light from side windows is limited. According to research sponsored by

the California Energy Commission (as cited in Harvard Green Campus Initiative, 2006),

buildings that do not supply adequate natural daylight had negative effects on student and

employee performance. Using natural light whenever is possible can significantly save

energy (Harvard Green Campus Initiative, 2006), which is a tremendous advantage to the

owner of any given association. To prevent glare and to reduce heat gain, louvers and

screens that can defuse direct sunlight will be used.

Water addresses physical necessity for plant life. Sights and sounds of flowing

water create a dynamic, eye-catching, comforting, and relaxing atmosphere. With options

in sizes, colors, finishes, lighting, flow, and volume control, a water feature can be

designed to suit the workplace environment. The designed architectural office will

contain water walls and shallow water bodies in conjunction with small rocks.
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Natural stones add contrasting texture to water surface. The natural stones also

offer height, depth, and focal points and function as a mask to hide some other elements

of the interior gardens. Natural stones can stand alone as abstract sculptures or can be

used together to pave the passages and interior partitions.

Living plants in buildings reduce the levels of air pollution and chemicals (NIASA,

2004). By using plants to maintain a high standard of air quality in buildings, employers

can ensure high levels of productivity (NASA, 2004).In certain high-stress environments,

prolonged visual contact with plants may also have positive psychological and

physiological effects (NASA, 2004). Plants listed in the appendix are typically used to

flush out harmful air toxins.

An example of harmonizing natural elements in the architectural office is

illustrated in Figure 25. Presented in this figure, a large skylight in the atrium, similar to

the glass roof that Pei used for the Fragrant Hill Hotel, provides natural light for plants

and for socializing activities. A water wall and a brick wall combined with the stone

paved passage help define the boundary ofdifferent spaces.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

Off,rces have changed dramatically in the last decade (Raymond and Cunliffe,

1997).In a successful and productive work environment, it is essential that offices meet

the needs determined by particular office activities as well as the needs of the individuals

who perform these activities. There is growing awareness that nature has a signif,rcant

role in achieving high states of well-being and performance (as discussed in Chapter 2).

The positive mood generated by the environment perceived as beautiful can effectively

be used in the work atmosphere to increase productivity and creativity (as discussed in

Chapter 3). I address the importance of nature to humanity through a practicum that

explores the theory of Chinese garden design for an architectural firm. The design of the

architectural office serves as an example of how nature and office workers are connected

for better performance following Chinese garden design theory.

In an architectural office, architects and designers perform such various activities

as communication with clients, design development, project management and more. They

need space, light, and fresh air, as well as individual territory and privacy in order to

support their work. The characteristics of office activities and human needs are explored

in order to define the programming considerations for an architectural office. This is

followed by a literature review on performance and the natural environment. The review

shows that nature, whether from daylight, fresh air, indoor plants, or landscape view,

positively influences the psychological state and physical well-being of building
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occupants. The critical relation between nature and positively toned mood and the overall

feeling projected by a space certainly influences how people feel about work in general

and how they feel about their overall work environment (Ulrich, 1993; Heerwagen, 1998).

The perception of the natural environment as beautiful is a huge advantage in developing

the positive mood. An evaluation of the environment reveals certain features within

nature Íhat are appreciated by most people.

The philosophy behind the Chinese garden design is a harmony between

humanity and nature. It is believed that letting all things develop in accordance with

nature should produce satisfactory results (Lao Tzu, n.d.). The topics covered in the

practicum include the function, pu1pose, and design strategies of the Chinese garden. My

literature review shows no application of Chinese garden design for an office interior. To

engage in this new research, I first investigated the functionality and design strategy of a

traditional Chinese garden 
- the Garden of the Master of the Nets. In the case study of

the Fragrant Hill Hotel, I described how traditional Chinese garden are developed for the

needs of a modern hotel.

My design strategies are developed from the theory of Chinese garden design to

apply to a multiple-discipline design firm where architects and engineers closely work

together. The strategy of "changing views", which uses openings to create mobile

visualization to natural scenes or other work areas, encourages connection and fosters a

sharing of ideas and information. The strategy of "small evoking large", which uses

interior gardens to divide the entire office space into organic zones, creates a friendly and

leisurely atmosphere to balance the work and play. The strategy of "integrating natural
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elements", which allocates nature features within the offlrce interior in a harmonious way,

improves the natural-look of the office spaces.

In this practicum, the architectural company occupies the second floor of a

building. The design theory applied to this particular client is based on a horizontal plane.

Often, larger companies require space across several floors or even an entire building.

The movement including people and communication will be emerged in vertical and

horizontal way. The spacing requirements for this kind of company are more complicated.

However, applying the Chinese garden design theory to such a multidimensional space

can be interesting and challenging.

The organic office layout may create a conflict between movement efficiency and

walking pleasure. Walking in a beautiful garden-like setting supports creative activities,

and the organic office layout helps maximize walking pleasure. For other professions,

such as call centers or IT Companies, the movement efficiency may be the main concern

of the interior designer. How to balance the movement efficiency and walking pleasure

shall be studied in future cases.

A beautiful nature environment is beneficial in maintaining people's health.

Future research might focus on the application of the Chinese garden design to such

places as hospitals and senior. The results and strategies developed for these spaces will

be different from the current practicum due to different function requirements and user

backgrounds.
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Canada has a long winter. Introducing plants into interior space brings nature

closer to people. For the healthy life of these plants, the interior space needs to meet

requirements, such as an appropriate area and height, humidity, lighting, air flow, and

temperature. The plants vary in height and shape; interior designers must carefully

consider space restraints in arranging plants.

The relationship between people and nature is far more complicated than aesthetic

appearance. The integration of green design factors-reducing the use of energy and non-

renewable materials- shall be a focus in developing Chinese garden design in future

studies. The purpose of the design is to allow for an internal eco-system for interior

spaces.

The strategies developed in this practicum are not intended to present guidelines

for all kinds of offîces, nor are they intended to mirror a Chinese garden within office

interiors. Rather, the practicum provides an example of how nature is connected to office

workers in designed interiors through Chinese garden design theory. More importantly, it

highlights the importance of nature to humans.
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During my past two years of study in Winnipeg, I had the opportunity to become

acquainted with Architects and Engineers Incorporatedt , a Ttrm established in 1947.

According to the CEO, the firm has taken on architectural and engineering projects

nationally and internationally 
- fifty percent of the projects the firm has done are outside

of Manitoba. In a case study of the firm, an employee wrote the following: "Realizing

that the future success for the fìrm meant overcoming the restrictions of a localized and

regionalized market, the firm began the complex job of retooling and reshaping the firm

into a highly-specialized, knowledge-driven enterprise capable of providing unique

service to world-class clients," The individual further stated that, "since the goal of the

firm's corporate repositioning was to focus on solving key design issues by integrating

the built environment with technology, science, and culture, it must express its vision

tangibly and dynamically." The firm responds by designing and constructing innovative

corporate headquarters.

Because of the opening of the 2008 Olympic Games, the firm proposed that China

be the focus of its global market (McNeill, 2000) and they landed a contract to develop a

master plan for a high-profile housing development in Beijing (McNeill, 2000). ..The

design incorporates Canadian and North American exterior style while the interiors will

inco¡porate Feng Shui2 principles," said the cEo (as cited in McNeill, 2000). on my

meeting with the principal interior designer, it was evident that the firm had developed

knowledge of Chinese culture and showed a strong interest in integrating a natural

environment, and advanced technology into a flexible workplace, using a Chinese

I The client's name is changed to "Architects and Engineers Incorporated" for confidentiality.
2 Feng Shui is the ancient Chinese practice of placement and arrangement of space to attempt to achieve
harmony with the environment (Retrieved on June 15,2006 from www.answers.com).
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planning concept for the firm's new headquarters. "We are making an investment in the

long-run there", said the CEO (as cited in McNeill, 2000). The redevelopment of the

firm's offices therefore gives an interesting opportunity for the application of Chinese

garden design theory.

4.1 Users and Clients

Architects and Engineers Incorporated is comprised of owners, employees,

clients, and visitors. Established in 1947 by two architects with a handful of employees,

the firm has evolved into a large company that conducts an integrated practice with

professional architects, interior designers, electrical engineers, mechanical engineers,

structural engineers, and landscape architects. This one-hundred person organization is

owned by a group of individuals in the fields of architecture, engineering, interior design,

and management accounting. In the Winnipeg main office, there are 18 registered

architects, 6 interior designers, I landscape architect, 13 architectural graduates, 9

structural engineers, l0 mechanical engineers, S electricalengineers, l0 technologists and

support staff; and the company is still growing. The clients are from all over the world

including canada, the us, china, England, Germany, Japan, sweden, Russia, and the

Ukraine. Because of China's booming economy, clients from China or from other

countries who develop architectural projects in China will increase dramatically in the

next few years.
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A.2 Nature of the Work

Architects and Engineers Incorporated is known for providing integrated

architecture, engineering, planning, interior design, and landscape solutions for its

national and international clients. On its home page, the firm states, "our culture bridges

various disciplines to collaborate on exciting local and international projects." The nature

of the work requires the organizational structure to be less hierarchical and more team

based (see Figure 26). Frequent communications must occur for everyone to express

opinions and comments on the design of projects and the development of the company.

PD: Project Director (Shareholder)
PA: Project Coordinators
PT: Project Team

AM: Administration Manager
Acc: Account Personnel
Tec: Technical Personnel
Mkt: Marketing Personnel

Fi gure 26. Or ganizational structure

The CEO and shareholders provide leadership. Project directors, project

coordinators, and project teams have direct responsibility for design projects. In most
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cases, shareholders of the firm are involved in day-to-day practices themselves and

function as project directors. The duties of project directors are to confirm the project

time schedules, coordinate work teams of different projects, liaise with clients, and

administrate the contracts. Project coordinators usually are senior architects or interior

designers, sometimes engineers. Their responsibilities are to supervise the technical

aspects of the project and to provide coordination between the disciplines. The project

teams consist of architects, interior designers, engineers, and supporting technologists.

The team members of the project teams manage their time flexibly, depending on how

many projects are on hand and the stage of the projects. For most projects, the team

members are selected according to individual expertise, long-term career goals, and

availability. For some projects requiring special expertise, such as national defense

projects, the team is relatively fixed, so that the team members can better cooperate with

each other.

Under the direction of the CEO and shareholders, the administration department

consists of accounting, marketing, and technical personnel that performs general offìce

management activities. The accountants engage in a wide variety of activities such as

preparing flrnancial statements and recording business transactions, including computing

costs and eff,rciency, participating in strategies for mergers and acquisitions, quality

management, developing and using information systems to track financial performance,

tax strategy, and health care benefits management. Two coordinators work in the

marketing sector. They prepare request for proposals (RFP's), collect and analyze

relevant information, and develop relationships with the clients. A unique marketing

strategy is to involve project teams in the RFP process to enhance a sense of project
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ownership. The technical personnel maintain the computer network and train the new

employees. Their work ensures that the architectural firm keeps the pace with the

changing technology and benefits from it. Advanced computer and internetworking

technologies make the global collaboration possible and easy.

4.3 Facility Overview

My visit to Architects and Engineers Incorporated and the discussion with the

principal interior designer of the firm shows that the existing facilities are not appropriate

for the firm's future development.

The current office has a traditional geometric, cellular layout. The employees

work within their work cubicles most of the time (see Figure 27).Duffy (lgg2) defined

this office design as "research establishment". According to DufS egg2), this office

layout has many partitions dividing all of the workplaces into many separated rooms,

being similar in area and in furniture arrangement. This is the kind of office which is

occupied by people working on individual projects, all of whom are of roughly equal

rank and who are not bound by any organizational ties (Duffy, lgg}). Based on Duffy's

study (1992), this office design is definitely not for group work. Dividing office interiors

into equal cells with fixed partitions also limits future altemation (Duffu, lgg2).
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According to the principal interior designer, the ability to work in a natural

environment (that is, an environment integrated with natural features), using the latest

technology and resources, and being supported in continuing education is the image that

the flirm would like to deliver to its clients. However, the current office design shows no

sign of such a perspective.

^.4 
Design Response

In response to the user profile, the nature of the work, and the issues I observed in

the current facilities, the design solutions are developed to reflect the theory of Chinese

garden design and support the firm's intention to remain a world leader in architecture.

The new office will be a composite of four office areas dedicated to clients, staff

amenities, studio, and administration (see Table 2). Between these office areas are

situated with interior gardens. An open and organic office plan integrated with interior

gardens is introduced into the office design.

Area Program Description

Client Area Entrance, reception, display, coat room, conference roonrs,

Staff Amenities Excise rooms, staff lounge, library

Studio Area Architectural Design, interior design, stru@
engineering, mechanical engineering, and technologist

Administration Area Accou nti n g, information tech nology, marketr'n g

Table 2. Design program
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A large central garden atrium is located behind the main entrance. Equipped with

a public gallery and open library stacks, the central atrium provides flexible,

multipurpose space for public- and community-based events as well as internal use.

According to a case study of the firm, supporting a work-life balance is critical to

the firm's culture' The staff amenity area is thus allocated in adjacent to the central

atrium in a garden-like setting. supported with a staff lounge, exercise facilities, and a

library' this green staff area provides the opportunity for staff to leave the office, enjoy

nature, retain their energy, and converse with coileagues and crients.

The studio area is subdivided by the interior gardens into such areas as

architecture design, interior design, structure engineering, electrical engineering,

mechanical engineering, and technologist (see Table 2).Thegoal of the spatial design for

the studio area is to support integration and collaboration. This is achieved through the

integration of interior gardens with workspaces. I distinguished the workspaces by non-

dedicated workspaces, interactive workspaces, and autonomous workspaces. The non-

dedicated workspaces are allocated on an "as-needed" basis or to support specific or

temporary functions. For instance, the engineers and electricians usually work on several

projects concurrently. They may work with a project team for a few days before moving

onto the next project team with all of their equipment. The interactive workspaces are

designed to be flexible and to support teams as they shrink or expand. The autonomous

workspaces are for individual work tasks. The interior gardens provide various meeting

options for the staff and clients. supported by wireless network and laptop computers,

casual and formal meetings can occur in many outdoor environment settings.
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The administration area consists of accounting, marketing, information

technology, and other offrce assistance areas (see Table 2).The accounting area will be

located in a secure and remote spot to ensure complete privacy. The information

technology area is situated within the studio area to provide handy technological

assistance to the architects and designers. The marketing area will be placed near the

central atrium to encourage the involvement of both project teams and clients.

Additionally, the characteristics of interior gardens are dominated by natural

elements. The integration of such natural elements as natural light, plants and water

features will improve the natural look of the office interiors. According to Hart (1997),

environmental opportunities might actually become a major source of revenue growth.
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A..5 Site Description

4.5.1 The Exchange District

The proposed site is within the original core of the city of Winnipeg, the

Exchange District. The District's banks, warehouses, and early skyscrapers recall the

city's dominance in the fields of finance, manufacturing, wholesale distribution and the

international grain trade in the last century. On September 27, 1997, the Exchange

District (which encompasses 20 city blocks and is composed of nearly 150 buildings) was

declared a National Historic Site by the federal Minister of Canadian Heritage

("Downtown Winnipeg ProfìIe", n.d).

With investment in a new college campus, entertainment complex, offlrce and

hotel construction, as well as the restoration of Winnipeg downtown's heritage buildings

for restaurants, nightclubs, retailers, and residential living, the Exchange District

continues to provide opportunity for commerce, industry, and transportation ("Downtown

Winnipeg Profile", n.d). Today, the District is home to approximately 2,150 businesses,

in a broad range of sectors from unique shops and specialty bistros to major employers in

the insurance, banking, and convergent media industries. In 1989, the Exchange District

was declared the Business Improvement Zone or "BIZ,, which allows companies to join

together to market business, to sponsor programs and events that enhance the area, and

make improvements to physical amenities. TheBIZ also gives its members a voice in the

political sphere on issues of shared concern. Initiatives from all three levels of
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government, competitive real estate costs, a special levy on business taxes, and

central location within North American make the Exchange District a great location

business.

The Exchange District is the centre of Winnipeg's culture and enterüainment scene

("Downtown Winnipeg Profile", n.d). Unique clothing shops, coffee bars, nightclubs, art

galleries, restaurants, and pubs line the cobblestone streets. It is also home to the city's

theatre district and Old Market Square, which hosts the JazzFestival and Fringe Theatre

Festival in the summer. The elegant architecture in the area has also attracted the film

industry, serving as a backdrop for turn-of-the century movies. According to "Destination

Winnipeg" (2006), some 2.7-million tourists attended entertainment and cultural sites in

Winnipeg in2004.

Many cultures co-exist in Canada. The 2001 Census Study of Statistics Canada

shows that 28 different languages are spoken in Winnipeg alone. The statistics also shows

that Chinese is the third most-spoken language after English and French in the city. Of

the tot¿l population of downtown Winnipeg , 64yo of visible minorities are from Asia. In

addition, Chinese immigrants comprise the second largest population of the immigration

category (Statistics Canada,2001). An appreciation for the cultural influence of Chinese

Garden theory and its benefits are likely to be recognized in this community.

The north end of the Exchange District includes Winnipeg's Chinatown.

Established in 1909, Chinatown remains the cultural focus for the Chinese-Canadian

community in Winnipeg. Many Chinese societies, art stores, and galleries are located in

the

for
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Chinatown. The area features characteristic Chinese architecture. There is also a Chinese

garden at the site.

For the reasons stated above, the Exchange Dishict provides an excellent context

for business, being a centre of multiculturism with an increasing Chinese influence.

A,5.2 Suggested Location

The proposed building for the architectural office is a parking lot between Pacific

Avenue and Paulin Street (see Figure 29). Site images are taken as shown in Figure 30.

On the North West side of the parking lot is a residential area (see Figure 30, View A).

On the South East side is a warehouse and a few other stores and office buildings (see
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188 Princess Street

- Offices (4,500 sq.ft.)
200 Princess Street

- Store (i I,140 sq.ft.)
206 Princess Street

- Warehouse (2 stories, 9,900 sq.ft.)
215 Princess Street

- Meeting Hall (4,800 sq.ft.)
31 I Ross Ave

- Warehouse (24,220 sq.ft.)
349 Ross Ave

- House (two families, 2.2 acres)
363 Ross Ave

- House (two families, 2.2 acres)
314 Ross Ave

- Warehouse (2 stories, 16,400 sq.ft.)318 o9"u"u 
206.gl

314 (r*
200 æ-{

188 C'

Figure 29. Site plan
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4.6 Estimate Space Allocation

The floor area of the proposed architectural offlrce is 23,200 sq.ft. The floor space

is divided into four areas: client area, administration area, studio area, and staff amenities.

Table 3 shows the estimated floor areas.

Area # People sq.ft.

Client area Max: 150 2,200

Administration area 12 2,750

Studio area 75-90 16,000

Staff amenities Max: 150 2,250

Table 3. Estimated floor area

The client area is dedicated for client reception and public and internal gathering.

Table 4 shows the space estimation of the client area.

Table 4. Client area

Room N Area (ft') Design Notes

Clients coats 1 100 Enclosed

Reception and Exhibition 1 850 Open, digital display welcoming clients,

projecting news etc.

Large conference room 1 600 Enclosed

Small conference room 1 450 Enclosed

Coffee waiting area 1 200 Open

Total 2,200
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The administration area is allocated for dayto-day business management such as

accounting, information technology, and marketing. Table 5 to 8 show space estimation

of the administration area.

Room N Area (ft') Design Notes

cFo 1 150 Enclosed

Accounting staff 7 450 Workstations (65 sq.ft. per Workstation)

Smallmeeting room 1 150 Enclosed, digital displays

Coffee/fax machine 1 100 Open

Equipment space 1 50 Enclosed

Total 900

Table 5. Administration area - accounting

Room N Area (ft') Design Notes

Marketing staff 3 200 Workstations (65 sq.ft. per Workstation)

Meeting room 1 100 Enclosed

Coffee and promotion 1 100 Open

File and storage 1 100 Enclosed

Total 500

Table 6. Administration area- marketing
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Room N Area (ft') Design Notes

Server room 1 90 Secured

Server storage I 75 Secured

EnclosedControl room 1 90

Communication, Tel room 1 75 Enclosed

Software storage 1 10 Cabinets

Hardware storage 1 100 Enclosed

Service workstation 1 100 Semi-enclosed

Total 540

Table 7. Administration area- information technology

Table 8. Administration area - other office management

Room N Area (ft') Design Notes

Office staff 4 400 Workstations (100 sq.ft. per Workstation)

Reception 1 100 Open

Human resource staff 2 150 Semi-enclosed (75 sq.ft. per Workstation)

Meeting room 1 60 lnformalmeeting

Coffee/faxlcopy 1 100

ïotal 810
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The studio area is the core of the design firm. Here, architects, engineers, and

interior designers work together creating design solutions. Table 9 to 15 show the space

estimation of the studio area.

Table 9. Studio area- architectural design

Room N Area (ft') Design Notes

Ceo 1 200 Enclosed

Architect 17 3,400 Workstations, Drawing racks and layout

tables, pin-up spaces, adequate shelves,

dedicated computer terminals, and wireless

internet connection

Junior designer 13 1,300

Landscape architect 1 100

Fluid flexible space 1 300 Free space for multiple purposes

Meeting room 1 300 Enclosed

Coffee/copy/fax 2 100 Open

Breakout space / lnformal

meeting

2 400 Open

Storage 100 Enclosed

Total 6,200
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Room N Area (ft') Design Notes

Senior designer 2 200 Workstations, pin-up spaces, adequate

layout tables and shelves, dedicated

computer terminals, and wireless internet

connection

Designer 4 400

Fluid flexible space 1 300 Free space for multiple purposes

Coffee/copy/fax 1 100 Open

Breakout space / lnformal

meeting

1 400 Open

Storage 100 Enclosed

Total r,500

Table 10. Studio area- interior design

Table 11. Studio area- structural engineering

Room N Area (ft') Design Notes

Engineer o 900 Workstations

Fluid flexible space 1 300 Free space for multiple purposes

Coffee/copy/fax 1 100 Open

Breakout space / lnformal

meeting

1 400 Open

Storage 100 Enclosed

Total 1,800
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Room N Area (ft') Design Notes

Engineer I 800 Workstations

Fluid flexible space 1 200 Free space for multiple purposes

Coffee/copy/fax 1 100 Open

Breakout space / lnformal

meeting

1 400 Open

Storage 100 Enclosed

Total 1,600

Table 12. Studio area- electrical engineering

Table 13. Studio area- mechanical engineering

Room N Area (ft') Design Notes

Engineer 10 1,000 Workstations

Fluid flexible space 1 200 Free space for multiple purposes

Coffee/copy/fax 1 100 Open

Breakout space / lnformal

meeting

1 400 Open

Storage 100 Enclosed

Total 1,800
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Room N Area (ft') Design Notes

ïechnologist 10 I,000 Workstations

Fluid flexible space 1 200 Free space for multiple purposes

Coffee/copy/fax 1 100 Open

Breakout space / lnformal

meeting

1 400 Open

Storage 100 Enclosed

ïotal 1,800

Table 14. Studio aÍea- technologist

Table 15. Studio area- documentprint

Room N Area (ft') Design Notes

Document print 1 900 Enclosed

Workstation 1 100 Semi-enclosed

File 2 250 Enclosed

Total 1,250
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The staff amenities include a lounge, a library, and an exercise room to enable

employees to balance their work life. Table l6 shows the space estimation of the staff

amenities.

Table 16. Staff amenities



4.7 Design Development

^.7.1Entrance

^.7.1.1 
Activities and Needs

The entrance is part of the client area and should be fully accessible to the public.

The entrance should attract the visitors' attention and provide a clear statement of what

the company is. A highlighted company logo and glimpses into the central atrium are

provided. The self-service coat room is provided at this area so that visitors can store

items they do not wish to carry to the office. The coat room should be easily accessible

but not in direct line of sight for aesthetic reasons. The waiting area should be

comfortable and welcome and is provided with views to a TV screen that presents a flash

show of the company's winning projects. wireless network and power supply is

supported so that clients can work while they are waiting. The reception desk should not

impede traffic flow and should provide space to accommodate two computer stations. As

activities will include receiving phone calls and transferring messages, acoustic control is

required for the reception desk.

4.7.1.2 Acoustic and Lighting

The reception area and its staff are the public face of a company and often act as

the first contact for visitors or as the information centre. The receptionist handles a large
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volume of telephone calls. To protect intelligibility over the telephone, this environment

places high demands on acoustics. The acoustic control is supported by using sound

absorbent materials in the ceiling and fumiture treatment. Northwood (1969) suggests

NC-40' for general offices, in which speech and telephone communication is important.

The entrance is the link between public corridor and interior office areas. Here

visitors move from lighter to darker surroundings, or vice versa, and need to adjust to the

difference in brightness. It is thus a good idea to create an adaptation zone at the entrance.

In the reception area, visitors and receptionists should be able to identif,i one

another easily. According to Fördergemeinschaft Gutes Licht (2006), wide-angled

lighting from above ensures that surfaces are well-illuminated; supplementary lighting

from the side heightens vertical luminance and guards against disturbing shadows.

Fördergemeinschaft Gutes Licht (2006) recommends 500 lux for the reception desk. To

prevent direct glare from lighting, luminaries need to be adequately shielded and

appropriately positioned. Matt counter surfaces should be used.

In the waiting areas, visitors should be able to read, relax, or talk.

Fördergemeinschaft Gutes Licht (2006) suggests suspended luminaries with minimum

300 lux for these visual tasks. This light source brightens the ceiling, illuminates surfaces

without glare, and provides reflection-free lighting for reading. Lamps of warm white

light color with good color rendering index (CPJ > 80) gives surfaces a natural color tone

and pleasant appearance.

I NC: Noise Criterion, NC-40 is equivalent to 50 dBA
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4.7.2 Atrium

^.7.2.1 
Activities and Needs

The garden-like atrium is located behind the entranc e area.It is the space where

the studio area, staff amenities, and client area intersect. Filled with extensive natural

elements, the atrium should provide space for large gatherings, public events, and internal

social activities. The gallery display facilities in an organic layout provide a glimpse of

the company's past, present, and future. Open library stacks in a circular layout are

inserted into the atrium and are used by both the clients and staff to stimulate design ideas.

Flexible reading and seating areas are scattered throughout the atrium. The clients and

designers can use the space for informal meetings and project discussion. Equipped with

wireless network and adjacent to a staff lounge and a large conference room, the atrium

shall be the most popular place to show the company's culture and capabilities. For a

healthy life of indoor plants, natural light shall be introduced through a large skylight. An

indoor waterfall serves as background noise and provides acoustic control.

4.7.2.2 Acoustic and Lighting

In an open space, it is important to provide appropriate noise control. Because the

atrium is adjacent to the studio space, noise can distract the staff from their work. On the

other hand, because the atrium has some seating spaces, a quiet environment will enable

discussion to be overheard by others. NC-40 is suggested for this area (Northwood 1969).
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To limit the horizontal distribution of sound in the open area, sound absorbing partitions

should be used between the atrium and studio areas. An efficient acoustic ceiling should

be applied. Plants can add an extra acoustic barrier.

Atrium lighting facilitates orientation. Typical problems when lighting an atrium

include: (a) long beam from extreme height; (b) generous illuminant levels directly under

the skylight but lower levels on the atrium floor; (c) keeping skylight free of lighting

hardware; and (d) nighttime lighting for daytime look (Steffu,2002).In response to these

issues, Steffu (2002) recommends metal halide lamps with narrow distribution, wall,

column, or balcony mounting hardware, and luminaries at different heights with different

intensities and beam patterns. Minimum 200 lux is suggested for this area

(Fördergemeinschaft Gutes Licht, 2006).

Where seating areas for visitors are integrated into the atrium, it is advisable to

supplement the general lighting with lighting specifically designed to cater to those zones.

Because people also read there, at least 300 lux is required. Fördergemeinschaft Gutes

Licht (2006) suggests that wall washers and standard table luminaries facilitate the visual

task and, at the same time, set stimulating accents. Lamps with a warm-white light color

and good color rendering index (CRI > 80) give surfaces a natural and pleasant

appearance.

The atrium is also used as an exhibition for show-casing the company's design

work. The photographs normally displayed on walls, on mobile partitions, or on display

stands require adequately bright and uniform vertical luminance. Display luminaries as
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either fixed or mobile units can be used for this (Fördergemeinschaft Gutes Licht, 2006).

Because presentations do not always take the same form, gallery area lighting in the

atrium should be flexible (Fördergemeinschaft Gutes Licht, 2006). Spots on power track

that can be positioned at different intervals and angles are suitable for this requirement

(Fördergemeinschaft Gutes Licht, 2006). Lamps with a very good color rendering index

(CRI > 90) ensure appropriate color rendering for the exhibits (Fördergemeinschaft Gutes

Licht,2006).

4.7.3 Lounge

4.7.3.1 Activities and Needs

The lounge is located close to the atrium. Occasionally, it is important that a break

from the complexity and (or) monotony of particular tasks is available. The lounge is

basically another large interior garden beside the atrium. In this space, the staff should be

given the opportunity to arrange their own seating patterns for relaxation. The seating

area should be flexible, in order to accommodate various confrgurations. The seating

furniture should be modular, lightweight, and easy to move around. The lounge provides

a service bar so that staff can get snacks and beverages. Equipped with kitchen utensils,

the service bar should be able to serve simple pre-cooked food. The lounge should also

function as a relaxation area. Screens for TV shows and computer stations for games are

provided to promote the value of a work-life balance in the company.
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4.7.3.2 Acoustic and Lighting

The acoustic control should create two different atmospheres. In the service bar

area, the high-energy atmosphere can be supported by light, noise, and hard materials. In

the seating area, the noise should be reduced as low as possible by applying sound

absorbent materials in the ceilings, walls, partitions, floors, and furniture treatments. The

transition space between the lounge and the rest of the office should integrate sound

absorbent material as well.

The general lighting must suit the different function zones of the lounge.

Fördergemeinschaft Gutes Licht (2006) recommends 300 lux for this area. The light level

should be raised locally to 500 lux in the seating area if more difficult visual tasks such as

reading or writing are performed (Fördergemeinschaft Gutes Licht, 2006). The ideal

lighting for the service bar is direct lighting that does not cause glare or cast shadows.

Fördergemeinschaft Gutes Licht (2006) suggests pendant luminaries - several small

luminaries suspended from a wire, rod, or power track system, which should be

positioned just above eye level. This avoids glare without blocking direct visual contact

with the person sitting opposite.
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4.7.4 Conference Room

4.7.4.1 Activities and Needs

The conference room is used primarily for staff meetings and formal gatherings.

Staff and employees should be informed of upcoming changes and projects, so that the

transition to new working conditions requires little adaptation. The conference room

provides screening, pin-up, video conference facilities. Drop down acoustic walls divide

the conference room into two, offering the staff the ability to book these rooms for

project meetings.

4.7.4.2 Acoustic and Lighting

The conference room hosts meetings where everyone around the table must be able

to hear and contribute, making speech intelligibility a crucial element. Speaker support is

optional and may be necessary, possibly with the assistance of sound-reflecting ceiling

surfaces. Conversely, sound reflection from the walls can be disturbing and have a

negative impact on speech intelligibility. Privacy requirements are usually high in

meeting rooms, meaning that both walls and doors must have a high level of sound

insulation. If the room is used for video conferencing, sound absorption has to be of

particularly high quality in order to optimize sound transmission. NC-30 is suggested for

this area (Northwood 1969).
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The conference rooms are designed for various needs, so the lighting needs to be

multifunctional. A differentiated lighting design permits a variety of lighting scenes.

Openness is required, and can be acquired through brightly illuminated ceilings and

harmonious intensity distributed throughout the room. Pendant luminaries for direct or

indirect lighting are a suitable option (Fördergemeinschaft Gutes Licht, 2006). Some

places in the conference room need to be focused. This is promoted by lighting with

accentuation that directs light to the relevant part of the room. Down lights and spot lights

on power tracks create this lighting mood (Fördergemeinschaft Gutes Licht, 2006). In

order to accommodate different lighting situations, the luminaries in a conference room

are assigned to groups on separate circuits. For example, one illumination group may

need to be switched off, one group is activated and one group is dimmed

(Fördergemeinschaft Gutes Licht, 2006).

4.7.5 Studio

4.7.5.1 Activities and Needs

The studio area has the most functionality in the architectural offïce. Here

designers spend most of their time. The design should address the needs of different

professionals for various tasks. The staff of different disciplines should be able to work in

a group or individually, as needed. The space design should encourage the sharing of

common facilities, such as fax and photocopy machines and should be flexible, so that

workstations can be easily reorganized. The openness of individual offices should be
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well-defined by the interior gardens and openings of the wall partitions. Some interior

gardens should provide pin-up spaces and video conference facilities for project meetings,

while other interior gardens should provide comfortable seating area merely for leisure

and social activities. Workstations should be organized into non-dedicated workspaces,

interactive workspaces, and autonomous workspaces. Workstations of the non-dedicated

workspaces and interactive workspaces should be supported with wheels, as well as

individual lighting and thermal controls. The staff should be able to carry their

belongings, including their workstations, to participate group activities. Sound proofing

partitions should be provided in the autonomous workspaces. The autonomous

workspaces are independent enclosures for individual work tasks. Wireless network and

power supplies from the ceiling should be installed throughout the studio area.

4.7.5.2 Acoustic and Lighting

An open plan solution encourages communication among co-workers.

Information is effectively conveyed, often in the form of conversation with colleagues.

This may constitute unwelcome and disturbing noise. The studio area is often full of

computers and telephones, creating the requirement for a low level of background noise

and the ability to control sound propagation among staff. As a result, it is necessary to

limit the horizontal distribution of sound in the studio area. Sound absorbing partitions

can be used between work areas. An acoustic ceiling cuts down background noise levels

and reduces sound propagation. Additionally, plants in the interior garden also act as

additional barriers for noise control. Northwood (1969) suggests NC-45 for this area.
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For the general lighting in the studio area, Fördergemeinschaft Gutes Licht (2006)

recommends a minimum of 500 lux and brightness distribution in the room. 300 lux is

required for zones where less luminance is needed for such visual tasks as circulation,

copying or filing. Fördergemeinschaft Gutes Licht (2006) suggests that, for an office with

integrated conference zones, a lighting concept based on direct and indirect luminaries

permits free workplace arrangement. They ensure anahral illumination for surfaces and

work materials. It is also important that disturbing glare and reflections on screens are

avoided. The general lighting in the studio area is provided by recessed and surface-

mounted louver luminaries. Direct recessed louver luminaries with appropriate anti-glare

shielding are an economical solution for many applications and provide good conditions

for work performed at visual display units, such as computer screens

(Fördergemeinschaft Gutes Licht, 2006). For CAD (Computer Aided Design) offices in

particular, a modem lighting management system is recommended. This ensures that the

lighting level can be optimally adjusted to suit the visual task currently being performed.

For example, plenty of light is required for viewing technical drawings; dimmed light is

for intensive screen work. Further, the uniformity of lighting needs to be assured

throughout the entire day (Fördergemeinschaft Gutes Licht, 2006).
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4.7.6. Other Design Considerations

4.7.6.1Safety

' Security: Employees should feel safe working in the office both early in the

morning and late at night.

' Contribution to fire development and production of smoke must be negligible.

' Ceilings must not break or collapse during the early stages of the fìre when

evacuation and rescue operations can still be carried out.

' Except for sprinkled buildings, the flame spread ratingof the walls and ceilings in

the means of egress shall not exceed 150 (National Building Code of Canada,

1 99s).

4.7.6.2 Circulation and Building Code

' For fire safety, the doorway opening shall provide a clear opening of not less than

800 mm (31.52 inches). Other requirements for fire safety should refer to 3.2 of

the National Building Code of Canada (1995) or the equivalent of Manitoba

Building Code (2006).

' According to National Building Code of Canada (1995), emergency lighting shall

be provided in the means of egress on every floor level. Lighting for exits and exit

signs shall be provided in buildings. Lighting for exits and exit signs shall be

illuminated whenever a building is occupied.
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' Each alleyway shall provide an unobstructed width of not less than 920 mm

(36'25 inches) for the passage of wheelchairs. (National Building Code of Canada,

1995). Other requirements of Barrier Free Design shall refer to Section 3.8 of the

National Building Code of Canada (1995) or the equivalent of Manitoba Building

Code (2006).

4.7.6.3 Ceiling

r d high degree of accessibility and mobility is required, so that service

installations requiring the ceiling to be fully demountable to arrange light fittings

and workstations can be accommodated.

4.7.6.4 Plants Care

According to NDSUìExtension Service Horticulturists (1995), a soil or potting

medium for indoor plants should be loose with good fertility. It should have many

air spaces and should crumble readily between the fingers when handled. It

should not pack, even after extended use and watering. An excellent soil medium

for growing most indoor plants is as follows: one to two parts potting soil, one to

two parts moistened sphagnum peat moss, and one part coarse sand or perlite.

' Light is also critical to the care of indoor plants. When artificial light is used as

the supplementary light source for indoor plants, NDSU Extension Service

' NDSU: North Dakota State University
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Horticulturists (1995) suggests fluorescent tubes or commercial grow lights. place

these lamps near the plants, as they give a fairly high light intensity with a

minimum amount of heat.
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